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Objectives

- To find images…
  - using MORRIS
  - using ARTstor
  - using Virtual Library Museum Pages & Canadian Art Database
Find Images using MORRIS

- MORRIS, McMaster’s library catalogue
- subject searching
- keyword searching
- see Art Research Guide for detailed info
  - http://library.mcmaster.ca/research/art.htm
Find Images using ARTstor

- ARTstor handouts
  - ARTstor web help pages
  - ARTstor
  - using ARTstor
  - Resources for end users
  - Instructional handouts
Find Images: Virtual Library Museum Pages

- access through MORRIS
  - *Title* = *virtual library*
Review

To find images...

- using MORRIS
  - subject, keywords, AND, *
- using ARTstor
- using Virtual Library Museum Pages
Questions?

…and don’t forget –
Need Help? Just Ask!

Mills Research Help, Mills 2nd floor
905 525-9140 ext. 22533
library@mcmaster.ca
http://library.mcmaster.ca

Good luck with your assignments!
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